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(governor) Robert Saunders (1676 – 4 January 1711) was an
English politician who sat in the House of Commons in
1710. Saunders was the son of Richard Saunders, 2nd

Baron Carrington of Cosebergh. He matriculated at
Wadham College, Oxford in 1693, aged 15. He was awarded
BA on 5 March 1696. He studied law and became a barrister

in 1696. He married Sir William Legge, 2nd Baronet’s
daughter Eleanor on 18 December 1700. Saunders was

returned as Whig Member of Parliament (MP) for
Winchelsea at the 1710 British general election. Saunders

died suddenly on 4 January 1711. References
Category:1676 births Category:1711 deaths
Category:Alumni of Wadham College, Oxford

Category:Members of the Parliament of Great Britain for
English constituencies Category:British MPs 1710–1713
Category:People from the Borough of Ashford used to in

another system. ~~~ folz That's the motivation behind the
Redux architectural approach. It's quite simplistic, but it
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maps almost perfectly with the principles of functional
programming. 1\. Flux-style dispatch comes from object-
oriented programming. 2\. All actions are expressed as

change-of-state, and those changes are kept separate from
the data model (like keeping state apart in a traditional

object-oriented approach). 3\. The Flux actions and
reducers are "pure functions" that never access data
outside of the store. The store represents the entire

application state, and nothing outside it. ~~~ brianberns
I'm not sure why you say "pure functions". If I'm reading

your source code correctly, your functions are recursive, i.e.
they have access to the state of the data they're dealing

with. ~~~ folz Since I haven't read any of the actual source
code for redux-saga, this might not be the case. But it's

nevertheless important to distinguish between pure
functions and pure functions that do not rely on any input.

------ jonalmeida Can anyone
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